U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

PLANS FOR PROPOSED
PROJECT NUMBER
PROJECT NAME

name XXX
name COUNTY
LENGTH XX.XX miles

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:
Road reconstruction,

DESIGN DESIGNATIONS:
ADT (20xx) xxx
ADT (20xx) xxx
HVW xxx
D xx%
T xx%
e(max) xx%

U.S. CUSTOMARY DIMENSIONS:
Slopes are expressed as RISE:RUN

SPECIFICATIONS:
"STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND BRIDGES ON FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROJECTS, FP-14"

PRELIMINARY xx%
date
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

APPROVED:

CHIEF OF ENGINEERING:
CENTRAL FEDERAL LANDS HIGHWAY DIVISION
DATE:

FIELD MANAGER, XXX FIELD OFFICE:
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
DATE:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

PLANS FOR PROPOSED
PROJECT NUMBER
PROJECT NAME
name NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
name COUNTY
LENGTH XX.XX miles

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:
Road reconstruction

DESIGN DESIGNATIONS:
ADT (20xx) xx
ADT (20xx) xx
D xx
T xx
V xx
\( e_{\text{max}} \) xx

U.S. CUSTOMARY DIMENSIONS:
Slopes are expressed as RISE:RUN

SPECIFICATIONS:
'STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND BRIDGES ON FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROJECTS, FP-14'

PRELIMINARY xx% date
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
Instructions
(U.S. Customary Title Sheet)

- Switch between models to get Title sheet for appropriate agency.

- Grey elements are notes for user *(They are construction elements and will not plot)*

- Turn off AUX_01 and on AUX_02 levels for A/E project
  
  Turn off AUX_02 and on AUX_01 for CFL project

- Attach project Border to drawing – It will attach in the correct location.

- Place the State Key map at a scale of 1 – Origin location as shown

- Edit text for Project information.

- Paste "INDEX OF SHEETS" from Excel spreadsheet into drawing.

---

**Text Size**
Verdana Font

**Row Height**
14

**Column Width**
55

**Note:**
Spreadsheet at this size will allow 34 rows, if more rows are needed – place continuation in Sheet 2 of “Symbols and Abbreviations”

---

**Paste OLE**

Object:
Paste as: Picture
Method: By Corners

You can paste a picture of the spreadsheet or link it so it updates automatically

Place by corners and snap to grey box in Titlesheet
INTERMOUNTAIN REGION
- Copy this information with the “ORIGIN” point to the right corner of the “BORDER” file
- Edit the National Park Name

MIDWEST AND PACIFIC WEST REGION
- Copy this information with the “ORIGIN” point to the right corner of the “BORDER” file
- Edit the National Park Name and the Region Name